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GTDP Community Sub-Group Meeting
Wednesday 19th July 2017, 7–9pm,

King’s House, King Street, Thetford

Agenda
1. Introductions

2. Approval of Minutes
Approval of the minutes from the previous Sub-Group meeting of 19th April.

3. Announcements & Matters Arising
Announcements from the Chair; Matters arising from the minutes not covered in another item.

4. Sustainable Urban Expansion and Thetford Enterprise Park Updates

5. Public Questions
Up to 15 minutes for questions and comments from members of the public.

6. Items for Discussion
Main items for public discussion and input. See separate paper for further details.

(a) Priorities for the Town Centre and Transport Links

(b) Priorities for ‘Green Infrastructure’

(c) Youth Engagement

7. Items to Note
Other items of public interest, which there will not necessarily be time to discuss at this meeting.

(a) The GTDP Board have published their Vision, Aims and Objectives for the Greater Thet-
ford area. http://goo.gl/i6tmaF

(b) Following the consultation on Car Park and Pedestrian signage, Norfolk County Council
have announced the final scheme plans, which will be implemented over the summer. See
http://goo.gl/7pvkBo.

(c) The Community Sub-Group are asking for public input for their Cycling & Walking report.
Visit Leaping Hare on King Street, or see http://www.gtdp.org.uk/cycling-walking for
how to submit your views.

8. Any Other Business

9. Meeting Summary

Members of the public are encouraged to attend and participate at the meeting. In addition to the time
for public questions, members of the public have the opportunity to contribute during the remainder of
the meeting at the invitation of the Chair. Further details and meeting papers are available online at
http://www.gtdp.org.uk/community-subgroup. Minutes and papers are also available at the Town
Council Offices in King’s House and at Leaping Hare on King Street.
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MINUTES
Greater Thetford Development Partnership

Communities Sub-Group

17 May 2017 
19:00hrs

Chair: Mr Robert Whittaker Note / Minute 
Taker:

Attendees: Corinne Fulford, Doug Stephen, Andy Cruse
Apologies Ray Herries, Diana Goucher,

1. Introductions
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and explained the purpose of 
the Greater Thetford Development Partnership Board and its three sub-groups.  
Members introduced themselves.  

2. Approval of Minutes

A member of the public asked for an amendment under Minute Item 3d to read - 
ACTION – the Sub-Group to stress the importance to the GTDP Board of 
working towards the development of an integrated transport plan for Thetford.  

Subject to this amendment the minutes of the meeting held 19 April were 
approved.

3. Announcements & matters arising
The Chairman discussed his update and highlighted: 

GTDP Board meeting met on 21 April. It was still not clear when the Board’s 
objectives would be made public.  It was good to see that many of the Sub 
Group suggestions were incorporated.  

The Project and Planning sub-group was due to meet on 19 May.

GTDP Website – the new site was due to be launched on 24 May.  There would 
be a list of improvements that the Sub-Group would like to see added to the new 
site.  These would be fed back to the Breckland website team.

Answers to Public Questions:
Bus Interchange - The Chairman was still awaiting for answers on the Bus 
Interchange, and as soon as he had more information he would share with the 
Sub-group.  The post with the two screens were working intermittently, and it 
was hoped that in time Thetford information could be included.  

Action - Corinne Fulford would follow up this action.

Railway Station Issues – a meeting had been arranged for the 22 May with a 
manager from Greater Anglia to discuss the issues and scope improvements.  
The Chairman would raise the parking, and surface and status of Station Lane, 
Disabled Access and the condition of the footbridge.
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Accessibility issues with the Ford Meadow Gates – Thetford Town Council had 
sought advice from an Access Officer at the Suffolk Association of Disabled 
People.  It was agreed at the Amenities Land and Property Committee meeting 
of the Town Council, that it would be better to remove the gates, but to fence off 
the grasslands area. This would be actioned in due course.

King Street Square – The public concern had been raised at the Board meeting, 
and there was no further information to share at this point. 

Education Provision – The Chair had contacted Chris Hey and had received a 
response that was included in the Chairman’s notes.  
Norfolk County Council Education was not aware of any delay, and was working 
on the basis of the new school opening in 2020; given that there was no sign of 
the enabling infrastructure getting the go ahead.  It was inevitable it would be 
later than the original opening of 2019, however could be bought forward if 
necessary.  As things stand currently, there were 15 places available across 
Thetford for Year R (Reception) in September 2017.

ACTION - The chairman agreed to send a note of formal thanks for 
the update from Mr Hey for the update.

A Member of the public asked if sufficient information covered on the action of 
the development of an integrated transport plan for Thetford.  

The Sub group would like to receive an update on signage around the town, as 
there has not been evidence of this being achieved.  In addition, there were two 
ongoing transport studies, Norfolk County Council had been looking at traffic 
flow throughout the town and Breckland were looking at car park utilisation in 
collaboration with the Land Group, and have not received an update on this.

ACTION - It was asked for the GTDP Board to provide the Sub 
Group with an update on the transport studies between Norfolk 
County Council and Breckland Council, together with an update on 
the signage report.  

A member of the public raised concerns about the traffic lights at The Chase, 
where at times there could be significant hold ups in and around this area, due to 
the timings the lights were set.  

Andy Cruse said he would raise a number of issues at the Project and Planning 
Meeting, including the concern of the lack of power at the Thetford Enterprise 
Park.

4. Thetford Enterprise Park & Sustainable Urban Expansion Update

There were no further details to add with regard to the Sustainable Urban 
Extension.

It was understood that works on the Thetford Enterprise Park roundabout would 
be going ahead shortly. 

Concern was expressed about the lack of updates on the SUE progress.

Action - The Sub-Group to request that that the Board provides 
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updates on the SUE and TEP on its 2-month meeting cycle.

5. Public questions
No public questions

6. Items for discussion 
GTDP Website & Public Engagement
Work on the website had been held behind the scenes and would go live shortly.  
The existing content has been re-arranged, and further information would be 
added.  

ACTION - Andy Cruse to ask the Chair of the Project and Planning 
Sub-Group for further information of the group that could be added 
to the website.

The Planning & Projects Sub-Group were looking at revising their Terms of 
Reference and wanted to hold their meetings in private. Currently their ToR state 
the meetings are public, but this does not happen in practice.  It was confirmed 
that this was a meeting of Officers, and not Members, and as some 
commercially sensitive information was discussed, the group met in private.  A 
member of the public said he would find it exceptionally helpful if as much 
information as possible could be shared.

The Sub-Group agreed to maintain its previous position that it believed the 
Planning & Projects Sub-Group meetings should be open to the public. It was 
also agreed that, whether or not the meetings were public, it was important for 
some form of summary of each meeting to be published for the record.

The Sub Group asked for further information to be added to the website about 
the Thetford Sustainable Urban Extension plans and for detailed information of 
the Members of the Groups (such as contact details).

The Chairman suggested that as the minutes took at least a couple of weeks for 
the minutes of the meeting to be published, a short bulletin be produced and 
published on the website, immediately after the meeting, outlining the decisions 
that had been made.  Members agreed they would trial this, and request that the 
Board do the same for their meetings.

A Member of the public suggested to gain further public engagement, and in 
particular with the Youth of the Town, that the Board visit schools (Year 12’s) 
who were studying politics, to encourage them to attend the Sub-Group 
meetings to see how things worked and to also provide an input into the 
development of the Town.

It was understood that two Members of Thetford Town Council had suggested 
that a Youth Council be set up in conjunction with the Town Council.  This was in 
the planning phase, but was resolved that the Town Council liaise with the 
schools during the summer to begin the plans a youth council.

ACTION – the Town Council representative report to the Sub-group 
on the potential of a Youth Council within the Town, and how this 
could link with the GTDP and the Community Sub-group.

 
Corinne Fulford – suggested this topic should be added to the 
next Sub Group agenda, to consider in detail how the Youth could 
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be engaged with the development of the Town.  She would also 
carry out research with the Thetford Academy to find out how 
engaging the youth would work in practice. 

A member of the public said he had signed up on the Breckland Council website 
to receive regular links to the News and events within Breckland, and agendas 
such as the GTDP Board agenda, and found this extremely useful. 

ACTION – The Sub-Group ask that the links to receive news feeds 
are easier to find on the Breckland website.

Cycling and Walking – The Chairman had met with Andrew Hutchinson at 
Norfolk County Council (NCC), and whilst there was some overlap on the 
projects between NCC and the Sub-Group, it was agreed that they would 
continue to work separately on their individual projects.  The Chairman informed 
the Group that NCC had received funding from the Department of Transport to 
introduce a project called ‘Pushing ahead’ where the main focus was on Norwich 
and Gt Yarmouth.  The money would allow for maps and route planning across 
the areas, and was not for infrastructure.  There would also be some funding to 
produce a map for cycling in and around the Thetford area.

The Chairman said in order to continue with his project he would draft a press 
release that would be issued through the parish council magazines, and 
residents associations to seek ideas on the cycle routes around Thetford.

ACTION – The Chair to draft a press release and circulate around to 
members of the Sub Group, before getting approval from the Board 
Chair.

7. Items to Note
The items were noted.

The Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) consultation had ended on 12 May, 
however the Sub Group were invited to send a collective response if they 
wished.  The Sub-Group felt they did not need to send a collective response.   

A member of the public said he had been present at the consultation meeting 
held at the Town Council, where a representative from Breckland Council and 
the Police presented the PSPO.  He was aware that there had been a number of 
responses received to the consultation.

8. Any Other Business
The Chairman raised his concern that communication between the Sub Group 
and Thetford Town Council had not been as good as it could be.  He was aware 
that an update from the Sub Group representative had not been received at 
recent meetings of the Town Council.

Meeting Closed: 9.00pm.
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Item 3: Chairman’s Notes
Robert Whittaker

GTDP Community Sub-Group Meeting, 19th July 2017

1 Community Sub-Group Membership Changes

Following his election to Norfolk County Council, Roy Brame resigned as the Town Council’s
representative on the Community Sub-Group. (He has recently been elected as the County
Council’s representative to the GTDP Board.) At their meeting on 27th June, the Town Council
elected Brenda Canham as their new representative on the Community Sub-Group, with Jenny
Hollis as a substitute if required.

2 GTDP Board Meetings

The GTDP Board met on 16th June, and I attended as the Sub-Group’s representative. Draft
minutes of the meeting should be available from the GTDP website at http://www.gtdp.org.
uk/board, along with a copy of my report from the Sub-Group.

At the meeting, the Board formally agreed it Vision, Aims and Objectives for the Greater Thet-
ford Area. However, there was no plan for how to publicise these or seek public feedback. Board
members have agreed to divide up the various objectives between them and report back with
suggested priorities for the next Board meeting in two month’s time. Myself and the Commu-
nity Sub-Group will be looking at the objective on ”Improving the Town Centre and Transport
Links” along with Breckland District Council and the Thetford Town Council. Corinne Fulford
(Community Sub-Group Vice-Chair) has been nominated to help with the objective to ”Make
Thetford a Destination of Choice”.

The Board also approved the change to the Planning & Projects Sub-Group’s Term’s of Ref-
erence, which — against the advice of the Community Sub-Group — including changing he
meetings from public to private.

There was also a proposal from the Thetford Business Forum to reallocate £450k from the
funding pot for the Enterprise Park roundabout to be spent on local green infrastructure projects.
Despite this money not being required for the roundabout according to the current cost estimate,
the proposal was voted down. There is currently no guarantee of funding being obtained for the
other essential works to bring the Enterprise Park, but the plan from Breckland and Norfolk is
to build the roundabout anyway. Some Board members expressed concern that we might end
up with a roundabout to nowhere.

The Board agreed to the Sub-Group’s proposal to have TEP and SUE updates at each Board
meeting, though unfortunately there was no SUE update at the last meeting due to the relevant
member having to leave early. A written update was promised to be circulated to Board mem-
bers, but this has yet to materialise. Other Sub-Group proposals for better transparency and
communication will be considered in more detail at the next Board meeting, when the members
of Communications Team from Breckland Council will be in attendance.

1
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3 Planning & Projects Sub-Group Meetings

The Planning & Projects Sub-Group met on 19th May, with Andy Cruse attending as the Com-
munity Sub-Group’s representative. Discussion at the meeting included lobbying for strate-
gic infrastructure investment, continuing to look at their ‘Green Infrastructure’ theme (see
later agenda item) and a revised Terms of Reference. The Sub-Group’s report to the Board
should have been included in the public agenda pack for the meeting (available online from
http://www.gtdp.org.uk/board) but was accidentally missed out. I have asked for this to be
corrected, and hopefully it will be by the time you read this.

4 GTDP Website

The new website went live at http://www.gtdp.org.uk/ shortly after the last Sub-Group meet-
ing. We are still working with various Board members on further improvements.

5 Community Sub-Group Cycling and Walking Project

The Sub-Group is about to launch its call for feedback on cycling and walking routes in and
around Thetford. Comments and suggestions can be made online at http://www.gtdp.org.

uk/cycling-walking or in person at Leaping Hare. The Sub-Group will consider the responses
received at its September meeting and then work on a report for the GTDP Board to consider.

It was reported at the last Community Sub-Group meeting that Norfolk County Council may be
about to start their own project with significant overlap. I met with Andrew Hutcheson on 11th
May to discuss the projects. The Council project is part of a larger Government-funded £1.5m
scheme called “Pushing Ahead”, which is mainly focused on Norwich and great Yarmouth. (See
http://www.pushingaheadnorfolk.co.uk/.) Three will, however, be a project to produce a
cycling map for Thetford and the surrounding area. As part of this work, it is hoped that gaps
in current provision will be identified. The responses to the Sub-Group’s call for public feedback
will feed in to this work by the County Council.

6 Answers to Public Questions and Concerns

Various issues have been raised by the public at previous Sub-Group meetings, and we have
attempted to investigate and provide answers.

Bus Interchange Issues. Various issues have been raised concerning the Bus Interchange,
and enquires were made with Norfolk County Council on 16th January. I had a response
some time ago about the digital screen. However, a response on the other issues (the lack
of signage to prevent drivers accidentally entering the bus station at the exit, the lack
of a pedestrian crossing on Minstergate, and the ability for private hire coaches to use
the spare stands) was not forthcoming. I finally obtained a response from the Council
on 7th July. They say since they’re not aware of any significant problems caused by cars
entering at the exit, there are no plans to put up signs there; since traffic speeds are low
and visibility of good, there are no plans for a crossing on Minstergate. Apparently some
scheduled services do make use of the fourth and fifth stands at the bus interchange, so to
ensure free stands will be available, private hire companies have to get specific permission
for each pick-up and drop-off they wish to make at the bus interchange.

2
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Railway Station Parking and Access. At the Sub-Group meeting on 11th January, various
issues were raised about the railway station, including its lack of parking, and lack of
accessibility for the disabled and those with limited mobility. In particular, it was noted
that Station Lane, the road access to the northern platform, is not an adopted highway,
and as a result of the condition of the surface, taxis will often refuse to use it.

I was able to have a telephone conversation with a representative from Greater Anglia on
Monday 22nd May. It appears they have little funding available for improvements, with
major schemes having to be funded by the Government. Nevertheless, I have a further
on-site meeting arranged for 13th July, where I hope to demonstrate the various issues
that have been raised.

Integrated Transport Planning. The need for a more integrated approach to transport plan-
ning was raised at the Sub-Group meetings of 19th April and 17th May. The issue was
raised at the Board meeting on 16th June. In response, we were told that this could poten-
tially be addressed through Breckland Council’s “Market Towns Initiative”, more details
of which would be available in due course.

In response to my request, an update on two of the car-parking and traffic management
studies by Norfolk County Council was provided at the Board Meeting. See the board
papers for details: http://goo.gl/9GNPLG. No update was provided on the Car Park
Utilisation Study being carried out on behalf of Breckland Council.

Board Transparency. At the Sub-Group meeting of 17th May, concern was expressed about
a lack of transparency from the Board, with draft minutes not being published in a timely
fashion. I took three proposals to the Board, the first to ensure that the minutes were
published within two weeks as promised, the second that the Board publishes a quick
public summary of the key points discussed straight after each meeting, and the third that
the updates on the SUE and TEP are provided at each Board meeting. In response the
Board confirmed it was committed to publishing the minutes within two weeks (yet has
failed to meet this again after the last meeting), agreed to the SUE and TEP updates, and
agreed to consider communication in more detail at its next meeting.

3
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Item 4: SUE & TEP Updates
GTDP Community Sub-Group Meeting, 19th July 2017

Attached is the Thetford Enterprise Park (TEP) update that was provided at the June 2017
GTDP Board meeting.

There should have been an update on the Sustainable Urban Expansion (SUE) too, but the
relevant Board member had to leave the meeting before he had a chance to give the report.
A written update was promised after the meeting, but this has yet to appear.

1
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AGENDA ITEM 7a 

Greater Thetford Development Partnership 

Project Update Report: Thetford Enterprise Park 

June 2017 

OVERVIEW 
Thetford Enterprise Park is an 18ha development site on the northern side of Thetford, adjacent to 
the A11 dual carriageway. 

There are opportunities for land purchases, leases and joint ventures which will create a major 
technology focused enterprise park, both to provide new modern facilities for existing Thetford 
based companies and also to attract more high tech companies into the area.  Thetford has a 
substantial established manufacturing cluster and benefits from a well trained local workforce. 

It is estimated that the site has the capacity to deliver 52,940 sq m of employment space with 
additional potential for a hotel development.  The site has the potential to attract between 1,500 
and 2,500 jobs given its prime location within the Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor (CNTC) and 
provides additional opportunities to attract high growth companies across a range of tech sectors. 

The site is immediately adjacent to the planned 5,000 home Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE) and 
the combination will be attractive to companies looking for new premises, in an affordable, well 
serviced location with excellent transport links. 

SITE CONSTRAINTS 

The site is constrained by lack of access and utilities which have been adversely impacting the 
viability of the TEP site at a key time in the evolution of the CNTC.  These include; 

- Requirement for an electricity power upgrade 

- Requirement for a new Foul and Surface Drainage scheme 

- Requirement for site access 

Breckland Council has already committed £450k of the project total cost to undertake an essential 
Infrastructure Preliminary Programme (IPP) which is preparing for the major works listed above.  
This will include an updated Masterplan for the site and an updating of all technical specification 
requirements for the major works. 

The clear objective is to bring the site to a level of preparedness sufficient to attract substantial 
private sector investment to the site. 

Site Access 

In June 2016, the New Anglia LEP approved the redirection of existing approved funding of £1.98m 
from the original Thetford Sustainable Transport Package (Local Growth Funding) to prioritise the 
construction of a new access roundabout for the Thetford Enterprise Park. 
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In January 2017, Norfolk County Council, on behalf of the Norfolk Leader’s group, confirmed that 
£450,000 secured from the Norfolk Business Rates Pool, could be used towards the cost of the TEP 
Access Roundabout. 

The current estimated design and construction cost of the roundabout is £2.2m.  It was agreed that 
any monies not required from the Thetford Sustainable Transport Package for the completion of the 
roundabout would be returned to the fund for use in other Thetford Transport schemes. 

In January 2017 Breckland Council approved the acceptance of the £450,000 of Norfolk Business 
Rates Pool funding towards the cost of the Thetford Enterprise Park Access Roundabout and 
authorised the Chief Executive to enter into an agreement with Norfolk County Council for the 
design and construction of the roundabout. 

Design work has commenced on the roundabout with the preliminary design on schedule to be 
completed by the end of June.  After this a planning application will be prepared and submitted with 
the aim of obtaining planning permission by early 2018.  This will be followed by a detailed design 
phase and then the construction of the roundabout.  The current estimate is to complete the 
construction by June 2019. 

Electricity Upgrade 

Thetford has been running close to full capacity on its electricity infrastructure for a number of 
years.  The planning work, in preparation for the start of the first phase of the Sustainable Urban 
Extension housing development, estimates that there is sufficient remaining power for circa. 350 
homes, plus one primary school and a small amount of non-residential land. 

A major upgrade of the electricity supply capability in Thetford is needed, both to provide power to 
the TEP and to ensure that further housebuilding is not constrained through lack of electricity 
power. 

A detailed proposal is being prepared but in summary:- a new Primary Substation will be required 
(space has been allocated on the SUE) together with new cabling to the nearest major power hub.  
The current cost estimate for the new Primary Substation and new cabling is circa. £6.5m.  Breckland 
Council is in discussions with the site promoter Pigeon, to explore funding solutions for this essential 
power infrastructure work. 

Foul and Surface Drainage scheme 

The TEP site requires a scheme to deal with both surface rain water and foul drainage.  The nearest 
suitable connection points are to the south west of the site.  An outline scheme is currently being 
prepared which requires drainage pipes to pass under the railway track.  Discussions have 
commenced with Network Rail and we will aim to have a costed scheme proposal completed by 
autumn 2017. 

Other utilities 

As part of the Infrastructure Preliminary Programme (IPP), schemes are being outlined and costed 
for the other essential TEP utilities including water, gas and broadband.  This work will take into 
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account planned utilities development for the adjacent housing development, with the aim to have a 
coordinated plan covering both sites. 

Site Promotion 

A Masterplanning approach to site development is forming part of the approach and will focus on; 

- Ensuring that the TEP aligns closely with the vision for the Cambridge Norwich Technology 
Corridor. 

 
- Providing high quality grow-on space for existing technology companies located in Thetford. 

 
- Ensuring that the TEP can contribute directly to increasing the technology skills base of 

Breckland. 
 
The Thetford Enterprise Park is an important contributor to the new CNTC project, which urgently 
needs deliverable employment sites as part of its marketing strategy.  The current project will allow 
the commencement of the TEP’s first marketing phase as part of the CNTC marketing roll-out. 

It is hoped to feature the Thetford Enterprise Park at the major land development show MIPIM UK 
2017, as part of the New Anglia LEP’s site development showcase. 
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Item 6: Items for Discussion
GTDP Community Sub-Group Meeting, 19th July 2017

(a) Priorities for Thetford Town Centre and Transport Links

Following the finalisation of the Board’s Vision, Aims and Objectives for Greater Thetford
(see attached), various Board members have been tasked with recommending priorities for
the different objectives. The Community Sub-Group members will be looking at Objective 4
(Revitalise Thetford Town Centre and improve connectivity with public and other forms of
transport) and Objective 2 (Promote Greater Thetford as a destination of Choice). Public
input would be most appreciated on these, and any of the other objectives.

(b) Priorities for ‘Green Infrastructure’ Projects

Recent work by the Planning & Projects Sub-Group has surveyed existing proposals for
improvements to ‘Green Infrastructure’ in and around Thetford. They have produced a list
of potential projects to take forward, and are looking for public feedback. In particular, they
would like to know if the projects in the list have public support and if there are any others
that are missing. The source documents considered by the Planning & Projects Sub-Group
include

• Thetford Green Infrastructure Study
(http://goo.gl/t91ERS, http://goo.gl/ceiMVk)
Land Use Consultants for Breckland District Council, 2007.

• Discovering Thetford: A Feasibility Study & Business Case
(http://goo.gl/EXXCzj)
Norwich Heritage and Economic and Regeneration Trust for Thetford Town Council
and Moving Thetford Forward, 2010.

• Thetford Town Centre Masterplan (http://goo.gl/e6aqxY)
Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners for Breckland District Council, 2013.

• Thetford Area Action Plan (http://goo.gl/RvwLUU)
Breckland District Council, 2012.

• Little Ouse Valley Water Space Study (yet to be published)
Richard Glen Associates for Thetford Town Council, 2017.

(c) Youth Engagement

At the previous Sub-Group meeting, the prospect of increasing interest and engagement
from younger residents was raised. It was noted that the Town Council was in the process
of setting up a Youth Council, and the possibility of having a youth representative on the
Community Sub-Group was suggested. It was agreed that we would discuss this further at
the next meeting. Following discussions with the Town Councillors who are involved with
the Youth Council project, it seems likely that there will be nothing of substance to report
at this meeting, so it might be better to postpone detailed discussions until our September
meeting.

1
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SUMMARY OF RECENT GTDP BOARD AWAY‐DAYS 

Rob Walker, Executive Director Place, Breckland Council 

20 April 2017 

The vision, strapline, aim, location (geography) and objectives for the Greater Thetford Development 
Partnership Board have been agreed by  the Board at  their  recent meetings,  including  two private 
away‐day sessions.  They are summarised below for information: ‐ 

Vision  Greater Thetford: an outstanding place with opportunities for all 

Strapline  Greater Thetford: a destination of choice  

Aim  Develop Greater Thetford into a thriving, prosperous and attractive place to 
be 

Location  The Greater Thetford area spans the town of Thetford and the parishes of 
Croxton, Kilverstone and Brettenham  

Objective 1  To  seek  and  lobby  for  investment  and  improvement  in  strategic 
infrastructure 

Objective 2  To promote the Greater Thetford area as a ‘destination of choice’ 

Objective 3  To  improve  access  to  health  services  and  the  ability  of  people  to  adopt 
healthier lifestyles with improved leisure and recreation opportunities 

Objective 4  To revitalise Thetford town centre and improve connectivity with public and 
other forms of transport 

Objective 5  To  ensure  a  good  supply  and  mix  of  quality  housing  with  choice  and 
opportunity for all 

Objective 6  To encourage economic vitality in Greater Thetford and enhance education 
and learning opportunities to ensure residents can access jobs and skills near 
where they live 

AGENDA ITEM 3
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To seek and lobby for 
investment and 
improvement in strategic 
infrastructure 
 

To promote the Greater 
Thetford area as a 
‘destination of choice’ 

To improve access to 
health services and the 
ability of people to adopt 
healthier lifestyles with 
improved leisure and 
recreation opportunities 
 

To revitalise Thetford 
town centre and improve 
connectivity with public 
and other forms of 
transport 
 

To ensure a good supply 
and mix of quality 
housing with choice and 
opportunity for all 
 

To encourage economic 
vitality in Greater 
Thetford and enhance 
education and learning 
opportunities to ensure 
residents can access jobs 
and skills near where 
they live 
 

 

 To lobby for 
Infrastructure 
improvements at Ely 
Junction 

 

 To lobby and seek 
funds for 
improvements to 
A11/A14 junction 
and connectivity 

 

 To support and make 
the case for Rail and 
bus service 
improvements (inc. 
station) and bus/rail 
interchange  

 

 To seek S106 related 
investment linked to 
Thetford SUE 

 

 To lobby for Power 
and Utilities 
investment and 
improvements across 
Greater Thetford 

 
 
 

 

 To brand and market 
Greater Thetford’s 
offer as part of 
Norwich – 
Cambridge Tech 
Corridor  

 

 To promote tourism 
with a strong and 
cohesive heritage 
and cultural offer  

 

 To clearly 
understand and 
promote ‘offer’ to 
new businesses and 
residents 

 

 To attract inward 
investment in key 
housing and 
employment sites 
(e.g. TEP) 

 

 To promote strong 
community 
engagement and 
civic pride 

 

 

 To commission an 
analysis of health 
and social care needs  

 

 To commission an 
analysis of primary 
and secondary health 
and social care 
provision  

 

 To develop a 
detailed health and 
wellbeing action plan 
[based on evidence 
provided by health 
and social care needs 
and provision 
analysis]  

 

 Provision of walking 
and cycling 
infrastructure and 
connectivity 

 

 To promote 
recreation and 
leisure opportunities 
and facilities 

 

 To enhance provision 
of walking and 
cycling infrastructure 
and connectivity to 
all modes of 
transport 

 

 To revitalise the 
retail offer  

 

 To improve the 
general 
attractiveness of the 
town centre 

 

 To undertake a 
review of the public 
sector estate and 
ensure it is efficient 
and effective (one 
public estate) 

 

 To review car parking 
and route 
management to 
ensure town centre 
is easily accessible  

 

 To address ASB 
issues 

 

 To support delivery 
of Thetford SUE  
 

 To regenerate 
existing estates / 
neighbourhoods and 
revitalise housing 
stock  

 

 To ensure a mix of 
quality 
accommodation and 
tenure types is 
available across 
existing town and 
SUE to meet demand 

 

 To ensure there is a 
coordinated 
approach to 
community asset 
provision 

 
 

 

 To raise attainment 
levels in Primary 
School education 
 

 To sustain 
improvement in 
Secondary School 
education 

 

 To promote and 
increase number of 
apprenticeships 
available locally 

 

 To review post‐16 
education [to include 
destination of school 
leavers] 

 

 To review Employers’ 
skills and 
recruitment 
requirements 

 

 To match local 
skills/education 
provision with 
employer demand 
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   To support business 
development and 
growth in Greater 
Thetford 
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APPENDIX A : Potential green infrastructure projects for GTDP

Original Report Reference Site and description Other references

Waterspace Study pg36 Pontoons and portages at School Lane Kiosk, Staunch 1 and 
Abbey Weir Heath

pg 38 Pedestrian access between town bridge and London Road 
bridge on north bank to connect with Priory Meadows without 

need to use Minstergate underpass

TTCMP pg 26

pg 54 Replace existing tricorn bridge with new modern footbridges to 
link north, south banks and Butten island. By dispersing the 
river crossing along the riverside a circular walk is formed.

TTCMP pg 26 &68

pg56 Blaydon bridge proposed cycle route (OPA) Connecting the 
town to the existing FC trails.

GI MTI EOI

pg 57 Canterbury Way bridge proposed cycle route (OPA) 
Connecting the town to the existing FC trails.

pg 57 Sewage works, as part of park and glide strategy develop a car 
park on sewage works developing a water taxi service to town 

centre

pg57 A11 road bridge: improve access, surface and detailing to 
riverside footpath. Proposed cycle route (OPA) Connecting the 

town to the existing FC trails.
New lock and weir to be constructed. plus fish pass as part of 

park and glide strategy
pg 62 Abbey Heath Weir install canoe portages. Proposed cycle 

route connecting town to FC trails.
New lock and weir and fish pass to be constructed as part of 
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park and glide strategy. Brecks Heritage River trail (BNG using 
existing footpaths

pg 63
map pg60

Chisley Vale: improve surfacing and detailing to riverside 
footpaths, investigate access strategy to SUE. Brecks Heritage 

River trail (BNG using existing footpaths)

pg 63
map pg60

Broom Covert: improve surfacing and detailing to riverside 
footpaths, investigate access strategy to SUE. Brecks Heritage 

River trail (BNG using existing footpaths
pg 66 Power station: improve surfacing and detailing to riverside 

footpaths, investigate access strategy to SUE. Brecks Heritage 
River trail (BNG using existing footpaths

pg 66
map pg 64

pg 67

Two Mile Bottom: improve slipway detailing for canoe access 
and recovery at scout and guide centre, little lodge farm and St 

Helens well.
Improve surfacing and detailing to riverside footpaths, 

investigate access strategy to SUE. Brecks Heritage River trail 
(BNG using existing footpaths

Forest Heritage Trail proposed by BNG utilising FC orange trail
New lock, weir and fish pass constructed, raise two mile 

bottom footbridge as restrictive for navigation near banks due 
to bridge profile.

pg 68 St Helen picnic area: improve slipway detailing for canoe 
access, improve surfacing and detailing of riverside path. 

Replace and raise St Helens footbridge. Forest Heritage Trail 
proposed by BNG utilising FC orange trail. Replace and raise 

Santon park footbridge.

Water Space Study pg 72

map pg 70

Santon Downham: Create access for canoe launch as part of 
GOBA mooring. Stride and glide water taxi/education boat 
linking with long distance footpaths. Improving surface and 
detailing of riverside path. Improve access points at Santon 
Downham bridge in line with “access for all” best practice 
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Water Space Study pg 72 Santon Downham: Forest Heritage Trail proposed by BNG 
utilising FC orange trail. Circular cycle route proposed by BNG 

utilising the Harling Drove.

pg 79

map pg 76

Brandon Lock and weir: install canoe portage point. Stride and 
glide water taxi/education boat linking with long distance 

footpaths. Improve surfacing and detailing of riverside footpath.
Improve access to St Edmund Way from Brandon Lock

Existing Brandon lock needs reconstruction to meet EA or 
Denver standard and new fish pass required. This is first step 

in restoring navigation to Thetford
Thetford Town Centre 

Masterplan
pg 20 Enhancements to existing pedestrian routes to Minstergate 

and Thetford retail park both of which have large car parks that 
can serve the town centre.

pg 28 & 68 The bank along the north western section of the river should be 
opened for public access, improve connections between 

riverfront, King street and Wilkinson’s site

pg 29 Introduce pedestrian crossings at junction of Croxton Rd

pg 46 Redevelopment of car park north of tanner street to be decked 
to provide another single layer of car parking above the 

existing.

pg 54 Western riverside construct a riverfront walkway

pg 60 Thetford retail park. Create clear pedestrian kinks from town 
centre to site via Gove Lane.

pg 68 creation of pedestrian priority zones on southern part of 
Whitehart Street and Minstergate 

Heritage pg 127 Open up the river, and bring it to people’s attentions by
creating a tour of Thetford on the river, taking in sites

such as Spring House.
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Thetford GI Study Methodology     
pg 7/10

Micro level measure such as green roof,  street tree provision
Greening of spaces and buildings

WSS pg 37

MTI EOI Footpath and cycle path from Town Centre to Canterbury Way allowing 
access to the forest rails

WSS pg 57
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